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2022 Altar Server Manual 

Serving at the Altar is a very important ministry in the Church. Altar servers add to 

the solemnity that already surrounds the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. They assist 

the Priest in many important ways. 

Altar servers perform important tasks such as… 

• Carrying the cross and candles in the procession at the beginning and the end 

of Mass. 

 

• Holding the Roman Missal for the Priest at different times during the Mass. 

 

 

• Carrying the cross and candles to escort those who carry the gifts of bread 

and wine to the Altar. 

 

 

• Assisting at Mass with incense. 

 

 

• Helping to prepare the Altar for the Liturgy of the Eucharist. 

 

 

• Washing the Priest’s hands before the Consecration. 

 

 

• Serving at the Altar during funerals, weddings, and other special Masses and 

liturgies. 

 

 

• Serving at special events such as Exposition, Benediction, Vespers, 

Processions, May Crowning, Stations of the Cross, etc... 
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Altar servers help everyone in the parish to pray and worship God in a fitting 

manner. Therefore, it is very important that parents encourage their sons and 

daughters to become Altar Servers. Parents should take it upon themselves to 

remind their children of their scheduled Masses and to make sure that they 

arrive early to prepare for this important ministry. 

General Rules for Serving at the Altar 

Appearance: To serve at the Altar for Mass, Altar servers must be dressed appropriately. Be 

neatly groomed and dressed. Please wear appropriate clothing and shoes to every Mass you 

attend (even when not scheduled to serve) and offer to serve in case a substitute is needed. 

Servers are not permitted to wear jeans, khakis, brightly colored trousers or shirts under the alb. 

Sneakers are not to be worn when serving. Exceptions may be made when a server is asked to fill 

in at the last minute. During the summer months, it is acceptable to wear shorts under the alb. 

Socks of appropriate length must be worn so that bare legs are never visible when kneeling, 

genuflecting, etc. 

Hair: Hair must be clean; neatly combed/brushed and of a natural color. No extreme hairstyles 

or extreme hair colors. Hair should not hang or fall in the face.  

Ears: Earrings (ladies only), if worn, must be of an appropriate size. No large dangly ones. 

Neck: Necklaces or chains, if worn, must be completely covered by the Alb, to be unnoticeable.  

 

Shoes: Must cover the entire foot and be clean and dark in color (preferably black). No sneakers 

or sandals. If the shoes have laces, the laces must be tied.  

 

Clothing: We ask that you refrain from wearing bright colored, as they are easily noticed 

through your white server alb. 

Gentlemen’s Dress Code 

• Boys are expected to wear slacks of a neutral color, preferably dark-colored, and a 

collared shirt; polos are acceptable, and a tie is not required. Corduroy and khakis are 

allowed 

o Jeans, cargo pants, and zip-offs are not to be worn. 

• Please have neutrally colored socks. No excessive designs. 

• Dress shoes are to be worn of a neutral color. 

o  Black and brown boating shoes are allowed. 

o Sandals, sneakers, high-tops, and canvas shoes are not to be worn. 

• A well-kept haircut is expected, and older boys must be clean-shaven. 
Ladies Dress Code 

• Girls are expected to wear a nice dress, skirt & blouse, dress slacks or other suitable 

clothing for Mass.  
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o Tank tops, t-shirts, strapless dresses, and miniskirts are not permitted. 

• Leggings and tights are permitted so far as they are of a neutral color. 

• Dress shoes are expected. Sandals are allowed only for ladies as long as there is a strap 

across the heel.  Dress boots are permitted as long as they are of a neutral color, 

unassuming in design. 

• High heels are not permitted as mobility is valued in the sanctuary and there are a number 

of steps to be climbed during the Mass. 

• Hair is to be well-groomed.   

Serving Basics 

Alb: Albs are to be chosen according to the appropriate height of the server, they should fall just 

above the shoes, and every server should remember his or her alb size. Albs, cinctures, and neck 

crosses are to be hung up neatly after each use. 

 

Posture: Altar servers should always maintain a straight and upright posture. If your hands are 

free when standing or walking, join them together in a “prayer position” in front of the chest. 

Hands should never hang at one’s side or at the stomach. Hands should never be placed in front 

of one’s face. When seated the server’s hands should be placed on his or her knees or always 

folded together in the lap. Legs are always to be placed parallel to each other with one’s feet 

securely on the floor. Legs are never to be crossed or spread apart. Free-swinging hands or a 

slovenly posture are distracting and detract from the beauty of the liturgy. 

 

Movement:  All movement (walking, processing, sitting, standing) in the sanctuary is to be done 

in a slow, deliberate, and reverential manner. You are never to run or move quickly in the 

Sanctuary. A slow, ceremonial pace is always to be observed while serving. 

 

Coordination: Servers always work as a team. Acolytes should process and perform tasks in 

pairs. For example, candles should always be carried and held at the same height even though the 

two servers are different heights. Coordination is very important and “doing your own thing” 

detracts from the beauty of the liturgy. 

 

Genuflection: A genuflection is made by bending the right knee to the ground and keeping the 

back straight. A genuflection is always made whenever you enter or exit the Church or when 

passing in front of the Tabernacle. Genuflections are to be made towards the Tabernacle, where 

Christ is present. If you are carrying something (e.g., candles, Cross, incense) bow your head 

instead of genuflecting. 

How to Serve Sunday Mass 

Arrival Procedures: When you first arrive, sign in, then go into the sacristy and vest in alb, 

cincture, and neck cross. After you are properly vested, see what needs to be done before Mass 

begins. Once all or most of the servers have arrived, please assign your specific jobs. 

 
It is your responsibility to find a substitute if you are unable to serve at your assigned Mass! 

Specific Jobs/ roles   

Crucifer (Cross-bearer) is responsible for carrying the Cross in procession, holding the Roman 

Missal for the Priest, and ringing the bells. 
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Acolytes are responsible for carrying candles in procession and to escort the offertory gifts with 

crucifer, and for helping to set up and clear the Altar.  

Thurifer (incense) is responsible for carrying the thurible in the specific processions at mass. 

Entrance, Gospel, Preparation of altar, Consecration, and exit. 

Regular Sunday Mass: The directions below explain the normal manner of serving Sunday 

Mass at St. Matthew’s. A Priest may need to make certain changes to these directions from 

among the legitimate options that are available to him in the Missal. Please do what the Priest 

instructs you to do for Mass when you are serving. Flexibility and responsiveness are essential to 

serving well at the Altar. 

10 Minutes Before Mass: Ensure that the Altar candles are lit and that everything necessary for 

Mass is in its proper place on the credence table, and at the Priest’s chair. Have the Large Missal 

on the gold stand, and the small missal laying underneath. 

 

5 Minutes Before Mass:  Light the charcoal and processional candles, pray together, and go to 

line up for the procession at the doors of the church.  

 

 

                                                                                                      AC1           Lec1          AC3         

 

                                                                              Ŧ        +                        D        C   

                

                                                                    AC2           Lec2          AC4 

←Order of the Entrance Procession 

Ŧ = Thurifer + = Crucifer  AC =Acolytes Lec = Lectors D = Deacon  C =Celebrant 

 

 

The Entrance Procession 

 When incense is used, the server carrying the thurible (i.e., the thurifer) leads the procession 

down the nave of the church. The second server (i.e., the crucifer) follows behind him carrying 

the processional Cross. If no incense is used, the Crucifer leads the procession. The cross is 

flanked by two candles and, then the lectors come behind them, and two more candles follow 

behind the lectors. 

 

The Thurifer carrying the thurible and boat (if incense is used) makes a bow of the head to the 

front stairs of the Altar and then proceeds up the stairs, he goes around to the right of the Altar 

and waits at the back corner of the Altar carpet next to the ambo. The thurifer waits for the 
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Celebrant to arrive. As the crucifer and acolytes reach the first step of the Sanctuary, they make a 

bow of the head to the Altar (since they are carrying the cross and candles) and proceed left 

around the bottom of the steps, then up the ramp and to their places. The lectors will bow at the 

Altar stairs and go to the right and proceed to their seats. The second pair of acolytes make a bow 

of the head to the Altar and go to the right and up into the tunnel. If a server is not carrying 

anything, he or she genuflects to the tabernacle and proceeds to his or her place. After putting the 

candles and Cross in their places, the servers should go to stand at their seats and fold their hands 

in a “prayer position” in front of their chests. When the Celebrant arrives, he will reverence the 

Altar and (if incense is used) turn to the Thurifer who then approaches with thurible and boat. 

The Thurifer hands the boat to the Celebrant (or deacon if one is present) and lifts the lid of the 

thurible so the Priest can fill it. Father will fill (“charge”) the censer (and perhaps bless the 

incense), when he finishes this, receive the boat back and then hand the thurible to him. After 

Father has incensed the Altar wait until he makes a final bow to the Altar, and then prepare to 

receive the thurible back from him. 

Where to set your candles 

You will see white stickers where you can set your candles down. Please put your 

candle in your numbered position. 

 

The Opening Rites 

The Crucifer should place the cross in its stand and immediately go to the MC to receive the 

Missal. It will be placed in his hands opened to the Introductory Rites of the Mass. As soon as 

Father has reached the chair, come before him with the Missal opened. Please stand with your 

feet next to the microphone stand. When you hold the Missal for Father, he may direct you to 

move to one side or to hold the Missal higher or lower so that he can read from the Missal easily. 

Remain there until the celebrant has finished the Collect (opening prayer) and then make a bow 

of the head to Father, return the Missal to the MC, and sit in the chair to Father’s left for the 

readings.   
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Assigned Seats 

               

 

(Each assigned chair has a white sticker that has your job position labeled) 

 

The Readings and Gospel  

Gospel Procession: Thurifer  

 If incense is used, the Thurifer should retrieve the thurible and boat when the Second Reading 

ENDS. Please wait for the reader to go down the steps, and then immediately take the thurible 

and boat to Father to be charged. Hand the boat to the deacon (or celebrant if there is no deacon) 

and open the Thurible to be filled. Father will charge the censer and hand you the boat, stand at 

the back right of the ambo. Once Father or the deacon has retrieved the Gospel book and 

proceeded to the ambo, please stand behind the priest or deacon to the right. This is the same 

procedure for when there is no Gospel book sitting on the Altar as well. After the priest or 

deacon has said “A Reading from the Holy Gospel According to N.” They will turn and take the 

thurible to incense the Gospel book and then return it to you. Once you have taken the thurible 

back, move back from the ambo to the steps and gently swing the thurible. At the conclusion of 

the Gospel, wait to respond, “Praise to You, Lord Jesus Christ.” And then turn left and return the 

thurible to its place. 
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Gospel Procession: Acolytes 

Acolytes 1 and 2 should retrieve their candles when the second reading ENDS. When the reading 

ends and the thurifer goes to Father, the acolytes move up to the foot of the steps on each side of 

the tabernacle. Since they are going to the left and right, they will proceed from the left and the 

right respectively. When Father stands, go immediately to the middle of the altar carpet at the 

edges. Once deacon grabs the Gospel book please stand there with your candled aligned with the 

deacon or priest. The deacon or priest will then begin to process over to the ambo in which both 

assigned Acolytes, 1 (left) and 2 (right) will directly go to either side of the pulpit.  You then will 

remain standing until conclusion of the Gospel, wait to respond, “Praise to You, Lord Jesus 

Christ.” And then turn in towards the apse and return the candles to their places.  
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Homily: 

Please be reverent during homily. Sit still with hands in lap and listen to what Father is saying. 

Please be quiet and respectful! 

The Creed: 

After the homily ends, the crucifer stands and comes to the MC for the Missal which he will hold 

for the priest to recite the Creed. Another server will be asked to come up towards the end of the 

Creed to hold the binder of petitions/intercessions for Father. At the end of the Creed (Acolyte 3) 

moves around to the right with the binder of petitions. At the conclusion of the Creed, the 

crucifer returns the Missal to the MC. After this, the crucifer should go back and wait at the chair 

beside Father while the intercessions are said.  

Preparation of the Altar:  

At the conclusion of the intercessions, the crucifer should immediately take the missal on the 

stand and place it on the altar. He/she will proceed to get the cross and head to the back of the 

church to lead the offertory procession with the gifts.  

If there are enough servers (meaning 5 or more), Acolytes 1 and 2 will accompany the crucifer 

with candles for the offertory procession. If there are only two acolytes for Mass, only the 

crucifer goes to the back so the others can assist in preparing the Altar.  

The Priest/deacon will go to the Altar to prepare it. (He will carry the chalice to the Altar.) 

Acolyte 3 should bring the Missal and set it on the left side of the Altar.  

Acolyte 4 should bring the two ciboria full of hosts and wait at the right side of the Altar to hand 

them to the priest or deacon.  

Do not bring up the empty ciboria yet, that will happen at the Lamb of God.  

Also bring any pyxes to the Altar →   

-The Priest and deacon will go to the foot of the main aisle to receive the gifts.  

(When Father gets up out of his chair… start processing down the main aisle with gift bearers) 

- Acolyte 3 takes the water cruet up and waits at the right corner of the altar to hand it to Father 

or Deacon. Acolyte 4 stands next to acolyte 3 to receive the wine cruet from deacon. Acolyte 4 

will uncap the wine cruet and hand it to deacon to pour into the chalice. Acolyte 4 will take the 

empty wine cruet and place it back on the table behind Father chair. Acolyte 3 will hand deacon 

the water cruet. Once the deacon hands the water back, acolyte 3 will then give the water to 

Acolyte 1 who will be holding the washbowl. – (See next page for washbowl instructions) 

-If incense is used, the Thurifer gets the incense and stands at the edge of the altar carpet directly 

in the middle of altar.  
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-Hand the boat to Father and open the censer, when it is charged receive the boat, step out to the 

back left edge of altar carpet. Father will then incense the Altar and Gifts.  

-When he finishes the deacon (or MC) will incense Father and then the congregation, the deacon 

or MC will walk directly to you to hand back the thurible, move towards him to receive the 

thurible. 

-Once Father has finished incensing, Acolyte 1 (Holding the washbowl and water) and Acolyte 2 

(Holding the unfolded finger towel) will wash the Priest’s hands at the back edge of the altar 

carpet. Acolyte 1 pours a small amount of water onto Father’s fingers in the bowl. Acolyte 2 will 

then hand Father the unfolded finger towel. Father will then dry his hand and fold the towel. 

Acolyte 2 please receive the towel with your hands folded, Father will place the down 

underneath you thumb. 

-Both Acolytes 1 and 2 make a bow of the head to Father and go back to the credence table to set 

down the dish and towel.  

 

Eucharistic Prayer/ Consecration: Once preparation of the altar is done, all servers who are 

assigned Acolytes are to get their candles. 

• Thurifer and Acolytes 1 and 2 will go to the left side tunnel exit.  

• Acolytes 3 and 4 will exit through the right tunnel followed by the Crucifer with nothing 

in his/her hands.  

• All exit when the “Holy, Holy, Holy” is sung. 

• There are four designated lines for each candle to stand/kneel at.  

 

Where to Kneel 

*   
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Incense: Goes to the direct middle line of the stairs. *Refer to MAP! 

Crucifer: stands by the bells to prepare ringing them for consecration. 

Acolytes: Please find their designated lines around the stairs to stand at until the  

“Holy, Holy, Holy” is finished. (Please refer to map)  

-Once the song ends, place your candle in front of you on the next stair up. Then ALL kneel on 

the first wood stair. Hands are folded while kneeling. 

-Crucifer will ring the bells (X1) at the epiclesis (when Father puts his two hands over the gifts) 

-Crucifer will then ring the bells (X3) at the elevation of the host and then again will ring the 

bells (X3) at the elevation of the chalice. 

-All servers should have their hands folded while kneeling.  

-Please pay attention to the prayers Father is praying. When the congregation stands after singing 

the Amen, all servers will stand up in their places with their candles or hands folded. Once the 

OUR FATHER prayer starts, all servers go back into the tunnel the same way they came out. 

Patens and Sign of Peace: Once all servers are back in the apse and have set their candles back 

in their designated spots, then each server should take a handled paten located under the back 

apse tables.  

 

 

Assigned Paten Positions 

-Acolytes 1 and 2 are assigned to paten the ambo side aisle. 

-Acolytes 3 and 4 are assigned to paten the middle seconds. 

-The cross will go to choir loft with an EMHC (if needed) and then will be on the side of 

baptismal font. 

-The thurifer will paten at the baptismal font side aisle. 

-When all servers have a paten, please all line up outside of the right tunnel exit. At this time, 

when Father gives the sign of peace to congregation you may give the sign of peace to your 

fellow servers.  

-At The Lamb of God, all process out in a line with the first person in that line standing 3 feet 

away from the extraordinary ministers on the side. (Refer to map) 

Receiving the Eucharist and using Patens: All servers with a paten in their hand will receive 

communion on the tongue. Once all servers have received, then go to assigned spot to paten.  
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• When someone is receiving on the hand, please put the paten right underneath their 

hands. (Please ALWAYS keep your paten flat) 

• When someone is receiving on the tongue, please put paten right underneath the person’s 

chin. 

• Once communion is finished, please place your paten on the left side of the altar in a nice 

orderly fashion. 

JOBS AFTER COMMUNION 

The Crucifer is assigned specific jobs after communion: 

-Make sure the one empty tray is put on the altar immediately after putting the paten on the left 

side of the altar after communion. The crucifer also sets the finger dish for the EMHCs. (Only if 

the MC has not yet done it) 

Each assigned Acolyte takes a specific job: 

Acolyte 1- The water is brought up immediately after communion so the minister can start 

purification of vessels. Please wait to hand it to Father or Deacon! Do not set on altar! 

Acolyte 2- The Missal and stand needs to be taken off the altar and put back on table behind 

priest chair. 

ALL Acolytes- Once the minister has purified you pattens, be sure to put them back on the 

table’s shelves with their covers on them. 

Acolyte 3 – Once Father/deacon has finished purifying the chalice take it back to the table.  

Final Blessing and Recessional: The Priest may sit for a short time after Holy Communion. 

When he stands, the cross will go in front of Father with the missal for the final prayer and 

blessing. Once Father has given his final blessing, the recessional hymn will start. 

• ALL SERVERS will then process out in the orderly fashion that they processed in.  

• Incense goes out of right tunnel, followed by the cross and acolytes 1 and 2 next to 

him/her.  

• The two other acolytes 3 and 4 exit out of the left tunnel. Acolytes 3 and 4 should wait to 

let the Lector(s) in the pew go in front of them.  

• The thurifer leading the procession, stops at the 7th pew. 

 

• The rest of the procession falls in line behind thurifer. All turn around to face the altar 

and wait for Father and Deacon to reverence the altar and go down the stairs.  

• Once Father, Deacon, and all have genuflected (or bowed), the thurifer, who is first in 

line, processes out of the church into the gathering space to where the black carpet line 

starts. 

• ALL SERVERS line up on each side of thurifer and crucifer in the middle  

o (Incense directly behind the cross) 

• Father will then come up to all servers and say, “Blessed be the name of the Lord…” in 

which all servers reply, “Now and forever. Amen.” 
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After Mass Duties: Please remain vested once in the server’s sacristy to help assist the MC by 

going back into the sanctuary to help clean up. Cleaning up entails snuffing out candles (only if it 

is the last mass of the day) carrying back trays, carrying back the Missals. Once you have helped 

clean up, and there is nothing else to take back to the Priest Sacristy, you may un-vest, hang up 

your Alb in its correct position and leave. 

We are very thankful and excited for your willingness to serve here at 

St. Matthew! Thank you! 
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St. Matthew the Apostle Parish 

Modifications to Procedures for Serving Mass Overview 

 

At the Gospel procession… 

If the Gospel Book is being used, the acolytes with candles will process out from their respective sides, 
not together from the ambo side of the sanctuary. After the proclamation of the Gospel is finished, 
they will return together from the same (ambo) side as normal. If the Gospel Book is not used, process 
directly to the Ambo from the same side, not going first to the Altar. 
 

Acolytes with candles will stand at the edge of the carpet in line with the deacon or priest,  facing 
towards the Altar, rather than standing next to the candles facing inward toward the Altar. There is no 
need to double the Altar candles. 
 

Thurifer… Stand close to ambo with incense and hand it to Father or Deacon to incense the Gospel, 
then after retrieving the thurible, take several steps back so incense doesn’t choke Priest or Deacon as 
he is proclaiming the Gospel. 
 

At the Eucharistic Prayer… 

The MC goes out with the servers for the consecration and makes sure the crucifer rings the bells at the 
proper time.  
 

After the Consecration, all servers will get up and return to the sanctuary when the congregation 
stands, not at the beginning of the Lord’s Prayer (Our Father). It’s distracting when we get up in the 
middle of the prayer. 
 

At the Lamb of God, the MC will bring the  3 empty ciboria to the right-hand side of the Altar. 
 

At Communion… 

The MC does not hold a paten for communion, but remains in the sanctuary to anticipate any needs 
of the priest or deacon.  
 

After the ministers and extraordinary ministers of the Holy Eucharist are in place to distribute the 
Eucharist, the MC takes the ablution cup and purificator and sets them at the front corner of the Altar 
where it remains until all extraordinary ministers purify their fingers after the distribution of 
communion. Once these are in place, he removes the Missal and stand from the Altar and remains by 
the credence table to wait. 
 

The MC will also bring the empty tray with a purificator to the right edge of the Altar at this time. 
 

If during the distribution of the Holy Eucharist, the Sacred Host is dropped, it is the MC’s job to go 
immediately with the cruet of water and lavabo towel to clean the spot carefully. As soon as he has 
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done this, the lavabo towel must go into the basin of water in the ambo-side sacristy, it cannot go back 
into the lavabo dish as it now contains small particles of the Holy Eucharist. 
 

At the Procession out… 

 

The Thurifer or Crucifer should go to the 7th pew back from the front and turn to face forward until 
ready to process out. Be sure to position yourselves so that there is enough room in front of the Altar 
for the Priest and deacon. Try not to be either too spaced out from one another, or all bunched up 
together. 

Some Reminders for All Servers:  
If you are currently an MC, but not scheduled for a Mass as MC, vest in an alb. Only vest in cassock 
and surplice if you have been trained as an MC and are assigned as MC for a particular Mass. 
 

If you’re early, you’re on time. If you’re on time, you’re late. If you’re late, that’s unacceptable. Be early 
to prepare for Mass, not only the material preparations and getting vested, but spiritual preparation for 
the sacred mysteries in which you’re about to participate.  
 

Sign in BEFORE you get vested to serve, that way you won’t forget to do so later or after Mass. If you 
don’t sign in, it will be considered an absence. 
 

When your hands are free, keep them folded in front of your chest with thumbs crossed right over left 
and the fingers pointing upwards. 
 

When doing something in pairs, try to mirror one another in speed, candle height, etc. Give your best 
to God at His Altar. 
 

Do not run but keep an efficient but reverent pace in the sanctuary. Remember you’re in the presence 
of God.  
 

Pay attention and ask yourself constantly: “What comes next?” Be prepared to perform your roles 
when the time comes. 
 

If there are only three servers, only the crucifer goes to the back to escort the gifts. The other servers 
assist in the preparation of the Altar. 
 

A reminder of how to prepare and clear the Altar… 

 

The candles (and incense) should get up as soon as the second reading is finished and get ready for the 
procession. 
Servers’ checklist… check for set-up items before Mass… everything in place, hosts, water, wine, trays, 
etc 


